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Introduction
Are You Growing?
What’s your number one concern about your practice? Here at GPN Technologies,
we talk to a lot of practice owners and managers, and we ask this question frequently.
As much as any other answer, we hear that they are frustrated by the business growth
rate – or the lack of it.
In today’s environment, where practices must maintain ultra-lean margins to be
competitive, the difference between surviving and thriving can be just a few key
choices, made at the right moment. With the data points of a few thousand practice

“…the difference between surviving and thriving can
be just a few key choices, made at the right moment.”

locations at our disposal, we asked ourselves what routines or behaviors are common
among those practices who are consistently producing growth from year-to-year.
The data results of successful EDGEPro practices include high performance in many
of the benchmarks that consultants and business experts talk about and teach on. They
have healthy capture rates, high anti-reflective rates, low patient-owned frame
instances, and significant, sustained annual-supply contact lens sales, among many
others. These are the data points we all strive to improve because we know they are
hallmarks of health in our industry.
The fact remains that good data performance is actually the result of business
activities, rather than the cause. So, we looked a little further upstream, at the
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business practices being put into play by the highest-performing practices in the nation.
We also spoke with five of the industry’s leading consultants and practice management
experts and asked them to share their own observations with us. We put a very simple
question to them: “What habits do you see being applied in successful practices that
are growing from year-to-year?”
Our findings were fascinating; these industry leaders shared a wealth of information
on every topic in practice management – from front desk to optical to chair. We’ve
assembled the top 10 answers shared by these experts about what these practices do
to stay ahead of the competition and keep their businesses growing and thriving.

Get Out of the Comfort Zone
A “comfort zone” is a place where everything is familiar and certain.
Routines are well-established, and patterns are comfortable. It’s a lowerstress environment, with little anxiety; human beings are naturally prone to seek
settings where the comfort zone is well-established and rarely challenged.
Unfortunately, comfort zones, while pleasant, rarely give rise to active or sustainable
growth. When it’s time to transition, grow, or transform, we can’t generally do that
without stepping outside of our individual or professional comfort zones.
Our experts do not advocate making employees uncomfortable. What they observe
in growing practices is the habit of elevating the comfort zone itself – moving practice
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performance to progressively higher levels while simultaneously challenging and
equipping their team to function at new standards of productivity and achievement.
The result of consistently and persistently pushing goals and benchmarks upward is a
practice culture that cultivates excellence and growth. To do this successfully, Jay
Binkowitz emphasizes the importance of using “incremental improvements,” making
small steps toward a larger growth goal. Small changes can be more easily
implemented, and – most important – sustained. When a small, incremental change is
successfully integrated into the practice, it’s time to move the goalposts, and take
another step forward.

Don’t Overlook the Experience
GPN Technologies’ COO and co-founder Evan Kestenbaum says successful
practices, including his own, are acutely aware of the patient experience, as
a whole, in their offices. What you see, he notes, when you walk into your own practice
is probably not the same thing your patients see. Familiarity with any environment
makes it very easy to overlook issues that may stand out to first-time visitors.
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The habit of walking into the practice periodically with a fresh pair of eyes is
invaluable to preserving the quality of the patient experience. Sit where the patients
sit, smell what they smell, make a critical review of the entire encounter. Look up,
down, right, left. Are the ceiling tiles stained? Does the signage in the optical look tired?
Is it legible from the seating areas? Are you getting the proper impact from your POP
materials? Is your décor dated?
Patients and customers are more likely to take a critical view of the environment,
and far less likely to overlook the negatives, small or large, that impact their
experience. Growth-performance practices often solicit opinions from visitors, patients,
vendors, consultants, or even friends and family, to help them cultivate the best
experience for their patients and customers.

Utilize Vendors as Partners
Vendors don’t have to just be “people who sell you stuff.” They often have
significant resources dedicated to assisting their customers (you) and relish
the opportunity to help practices become more proficient, knowledgeable and effective
with their products.
Where some providers may not be able to budget for training and development
resources, vendors can bridge the gap, bringing big-business tools to smaller practices
or independent practitioners. Don’t forget that your vendors have a vested interest in
your success. When you succeed, they sell more product. Working together as de facto
partners (where possible and appropriate) can help build both businesses.
Many vendors offer resources like point-of-purchase materials, purchase incentives,
patient education, and training programs. Any or all of these can be leveraged to
improve your sales, margins, product knowledge, and optical merchandising – serious
advantages for business owners. Top-growth practices are both aware of their vendorsponsored options and willing to selectively make use of them wherever possible.
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Commit to Process Improvement
A business environment that fosters growth has many healthy habits, but
Yvonne Pelkey, Director of Training and Education for EDGEPro, says this
habit of productive thinking is vital to progress. Practices thrive when they are led by
people who are committed to – and unafraid of – analyzing and refining their
processes. These may be processes around billing, inventory and merchandising,
patient handling and communication, or any other part of the practice that requires a
system or process.
Effective practice managers are typically willing to ask themselves and their team
some hard questions, examine practice activities analytically, and pursue constant
improvements:
• Is what we’re doing working?
• Where can we improve all or part of a process?
• How are others handling this process? What can I learn from them?
• How does this process help my patients / team / business?
• How can I expand my own skills to make improvements?
• How can I help my team perform at their best?
Process improvement is not a set-it-and-forget-it event, notes top consultant Mark
Hinton. Thriving practices are constantly engaged in the “how-can-we-make-thisbetter” conversation. They don’t wait for quarterly, or even monthly meetings. They
connect weekly, and huddle daily to keep initiatives on track. They follow their KPIs
closely, constantly making small adjustments as needed to insure they are continually
improving.
Avoiding “shiny penny syndrome” is tough. Our experts say it’s vital to follow through
on your plans. Evan Kestenbaum put it succinctly, “Don’t forget what you just said
you’re going to do.” It takes more than a few days, or even a few weeks, to implement
real and lasting change. We must stay the course on our initiatives in order to reap the
full benefits of them.
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Planning for those initiatives should be based on solid data, looking into past
performance within the practice, and taking external sources – like patient reviews –
into account as well. Effective managers use their research to lay their plans carefully;
then they give those plans sufficient time to bear fruit.
Of course, adjustments need to be made from time to time. Tracking progress and
refining your method of attack is critical. But nothing frustrates or demoralizes a staff
more than a practice manager who changes focus frequently, leaving partially executed
programs littering the landscape. Staff members appreciate a predictable and
consistent approach, and so does the bottom line.

Efficient, Accurate Third-Party Billing
Revenue is always a matter of some concern; maintaining efficient
methodologies for billing and collecting from both patients and third-party
sources is fundamental, according to our experts, to ensuring business health and
growth. They listed two important billing routines that can significantly improve a
practice’s chances of seeing robust results from collections.

Understand What You’re Working With
Third-party billing is a complicated process with a number of potential pitfalls,
including overlooked billing opportunities, denial of claims, rebilling, etc. All of these
represent either missed revenue opportunities or elevated administrative costs.
Practices that navigate these procedures most successfully are those that have at least
one person who has invested the time to dig in and learn everything they can about
third-party billing with each of their managed care plans. Many vision plan providers
offer resources, training modules, manuals, and even continuing education courses for
participating practitioners.
There’s another piece of the collections puzzle that is impacted by knowledgeable
and accurate billing, and that’s proper patient collections. Having a complete
understanding of the patient responsibility at the time of sale prevents
misunderstandings as well as over- or under-charging. Correctness here generally
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improves the effectiveness of patient collections and fosters positive relationships
between patients and practice.

Self-Policing Insurance Claims
Insurance expert Stephen Farebrother sees a significant gain in results when
practices conduct periodic self-audits on insurance claims. These regular spot checks
mean that a practice is far more likely to be prepared in the event of an external audit
and enjoy a much lower rate of declined / denied payments and rebills.

Build a Culture that Celebrates
When someone fails, what do successful practitioners do? As often as not,
they thank them for making the effort. Our experts pinpoint the habit of
celebrating individuals and the team as a key habit in high-performing practices.

“Practice culture” is a term that describes the beliefs and behaviors that determine
how a business’ employees and management interact. It’s something that generally
develops organically, but it can – and should – be influenced by making deliberate
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choices about communication. It’s obvious, in top-growth practices, that management
is both listening to their employees and providing constructive feedback. Letting people
know how they’re doing opens doorways for productive communication and greatly
enhances the chances that initiatives and strategies will be successful.
A celebratory culture proactively supports a team that embraces a dedication to
change and improvement. If a practice manager is pursuing the same goals –
improvement of the business – they do not criticize the team for trying new things or
demean them for failure. Encouraging people to proactively improve and innovate
means you have an entire team of people that is actively trying to build your business
with you.

Promote and Protect a Healthy Cash Flow
There are a lot of metrics that our experts recommend tracking, measuring
and managing. Challenged to identify just one as “most important,” Jay
Binkowitz picked “healthy cash flow.” Many of the other key performance indicators,
like a high capture rate, the right mix of add-on performance, and so on, drive cash
flow. Healthy practices make a habit of promoting and protecting a consistent flow of
revenue, both in and out.
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Building good cash flow requires, first and foremost, a commitment and drive to
generate revenue. Resting on the idea of “good enough” just doesn’t push practice
growth in any significant way. Practice managers who are dedicated to year-over-year
improvements are actively searching for the best opportunities to create top-line
revenue. They seek out appropriate, effective areas to focus improvement efforts and
training, and leverage effective tracking and monitoring tools to make sure they hit
their targets.
The results of good cash management are easy to see and provide a significant
foundation for practice advancement. Jay shared a few behaviors typical of practices
that are reaping the benefits of a healthy revenue stream.

Healthy Cash Flow Habits
• Practitioners or owners do not drain the business of cash; they ensure that
reserves remain sufficient to bridge any gaps and reinvest in the practice
development;
• Bills and liabilities are paid – and paid on time – which fosters beneficial
industry relationships and trust among the practice staff;
• Profit centers and revenue drivers are monitored frequently, and actively
nurtured;
• Cost drivers are reviewed and audited regularly;
• Billing and collections are done accurately in a timely manner;
• Equipment purchases are judicious. While it’s important to have adequate
equipment to provide services and properly outfit the office, smart practices
take the time to fully understand the ROI (return on investment) that will be
needed to justify the purchase. They know exactly how long it will take turn a
major purchase into a profit center, and they have a game plan in place to
make that happen before they sign on the dotted line.
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Leverage the Language of the Rx
Scripting is at the heart of Mark Hinton’s
successful patient communication strategies,
so it’s understandable that he lists this at the top of his
“growth habits.”
The Language of the Rx is a commitment on the part
of everyone – from the doctor to the front office – to
speak to the patient in terms of prescribing, rather than
selling. Here are some of the best communications
strategies these practices are using to keep their
practices in a growth-state:
• Doctors don’t “recommend” lenses and lens options; rather, they “prescribe”
specific solutions to enhance vision, solve issues, and improve the quality of
the patient’s lifestyle;
• Opticians do not “sell” eyewear; they “fill prescriptions;”
• Doctor and optician are each strategically aware of how the other is speaking
to the patient. They are in agreement on the approach. Patients are treated to
a seamless experience that meets their needs and results in effective eyewear
solutions;
• Patient dialog is thoroughly evaluated and deliberately scripted. It does not
include terms that Mark labels as “patient anxiety words,” including
“allowance, covered, add-ons, out-of-pocket,” and so on;
• Scripts are rehearsed. Providers that succeed practice how they speak to
patients in the office, a lot. They continue to refine their approach, by
evaluating and making continual adjustments as needed;
• Scripting also includes an invitation to return to the practice at any time, with
savings, for additional eyewear (sunglasses, a backup pair, a special occasion
pair, a working pair, etc.).
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Make Decisions Based on Reality
We weren’t surprised that this habit made it onto the list for every single
expert we spoke to. In today’s environment, analytics and practice metrics
are more accessible than ever before. Healthy, thriving practices are committed to
making decisions based on actual information. They observe, investigate, gather data,
and make informed choices about how to advance their businesses.
It’s often difficult to separate perception from reality, especially in an environment
dominated by patient feedback and unclear reporting standards, but modern tools
have made the process much easier. Many owners and managers uncover unexpected
truths about their practices when they begin using performance-based data regularly.
Key Performance Indicators are data points that practitioners can leverage to make
the smartest decisions possible about which initiatives to pursue, what scripting to
improve, and what processes need attention and perfecting. The practice owners and
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managers who succeed and grow their practices year-over-year are those who face
their challenges head-on, armed with as much information as they can get.

What’s most striking about this habit? It supports every other profitability habit that
our experts covered. With KPI measurements and tracking you can determine how well
your initiatives, processes and improvements are working. Is patient scripting effective?
Is our billing timely and effective? Do my patients choose profitable frames and lens
options?
Our five experts all agree – if you’re not using clear data and information to support
your practice decisions, you need to. It’s absolutely a must-do for modern practices to
keep growing and be as successful and profitable as possible.

Desire: You’ve Got to Want it.
The number one habit of a healthy practice? Good old-fashioned desire.
Growing, healthy practices are led by managers and owners who sincerely
want to succeed. They are not satisfied with achieving the “same old, same old” every
year. Instead, they are driven to explore and exploit the full potential of their
businesses.
Can a mindset or a desire be a habit? Better than that – it can lay the foundations for
and give rise to the profitability habits our experts covered. Improvements and growth
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don’t happen in a vacuum. They are the result of a true desire to make more money
and increase top-line revenue. A practice manager or owner who refuses to be content
with the status quo will begin building the profitability habits that lead to practice
growth. They will seek out everh opportunity to improve, refine, and re-invest in their
practice success.
“The will to win, the desire to succeed, the urge to reach your full potential . . .these
are the keys that will unlock the door to excellence.”
-Confucious
Few people desire a profit just for the sake of the profit itself. In most cases, that
aspiration is motivated by something else. Practitioners may be working toward an
early retirement, a business expansion, enhanced professional credibility, or a higher
practice valuation. Profit incentives may also include being able to subsidize personal
needs – college tuition for the kids, early payoff of student loans, or other lifestyle
objectives. Whatever the reason, the motivation itself is vital fuel for maximizing
profitability and growing the business.
Practices that are in a growth-state, moving upward and outward steadily, are
guided by individuals; those people are the number one factor in creating and applying
any (or all) of the profitability habits we’ve discussed in this report. Without a clear
intention and a strong desire to succeed, any practice may find itself idling on the side
of the road, instead of making year-over-year progress and improvement.
If you’re serious about making your practice a
top-growth achiever, you need to start by asking
yourself what you really want to get out of your
business. Are you determined to bring your practice
to the next level, or are you satisfied with how
things stand? Is higher profit a motivator for you?
Where – if anywhere – do you want to take your
practice? More importantly – where do you want it
to take you?
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Our Contributing Experts
Jay Binkowitz
Co-Founder, GPN Technologies
Founder and EVP Professional Relations, Keplr Vision

Jay Binkowitz has managed to combine a remarkable mix of history, drive,
and experience into a powerful force within the eye care industry. Always a
zealous business manager with a strong entrepreneurial bent, he also spent
valuable time early in his career serving as regional manager for a large chain. When he
founded his own optical practice in Queens, NY, Jay began seeking ways to apply the principles
of large-business management on a smaller scale. The eventual result was The EDGE –
ultimately EDGEPro – platform, an extraordinary analysis tool that is both accessible and
invaluable to thousands of independent practitioners across the country.

Stephen Farebrother, ABOC
President, Steve Farebrother and Associates

Mr. Farebrother is co-founder of Steve Farebrother & Associates, LLC, a firm
that consults with practices to enhance productivity, and improve financial
wellness. The company’s professional specialty is a focus on effective,
accurate billing and optimizing third-party participation. As a VSP retiree,
Steve is now applying his experience and comprehensive knowledge of vision insurance plans
to help eye care professionals improve their business management. Farebrother & Associates
strives to reduce potential billing errors and omissions, lower expenses and dramatically boost
efficiency within their client practices.

Mark Hinton
President, eYeFacilitate

After graduating from Hillsborough College’s Opticianry Dispensing
Technology program in 1975, Mark began his professional Optical Career as
an optician associate with Guild Opticians, then managed 2 Pearl Vision
Centers in order to advance his knowledge of Corporate Opticianry. Mark
purchased Woodside Opticians and began a 25-year professional career as an independent
optician/owner with offices in multiple locations and states. After taking his own practices to
the limit, Mark moved into private consulting, founding eYeFacilitate, a national company with
a one-on-one focus. He consults with top-performing practices around the country who are
committed to excellence.
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Evan Kestenbaum, MBA
COO & Co-Founder, GPN Technologies

Evan is the Chief Operations Officer and co-founder of GPN Technologies.
He has a Master’s of Business Administration from Binghamton University
where he also received his undergraduate degree. Aside from running a
highly successful practice in the uncompromising market of Long Island, NY, Evan has assisted
hundreds of practice locations across the country as leader of the GPN Technologies team,
and co-creator of EDGEPro. His management theories and philosophies have been proven
effective time after time in real-world environments.

Yvonne Pelkey, LDO, ABOC, NCLE-AC
Director of Training and Education, GPN Technologies

Yvonne is the Director of Training and Education for the EDGEPro platform
by GPN Technologies. She also serves as adjunct faculty at J. Sargeant
Reynolds Community College. With over 34 years of ophthalmic
experience in both private practice and retail optical, Yvonne now works with the best
practices in the country, honing their productivity, profitability and marketability. In 2013,
Yvonne was named Optician of the Year by the Opticians Association of Virginia, and
recognized as one of the most Influential Women in the Optical Industry by VisionMonday.
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